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INTRODUCTION
Emotions color our world. They can go from bright and colorful to very dull.
Your child’s emotional well-being is closely related to his or her physical wellbeing. It is not uncommon for kids to develop headaches, tummy aches, or
even throw up when they have to do something that affects them strongly.
Emotions drive behavior. Behavior such as tantrums, aggression and
meltdowns is often – but not always – a sign of your child’s inability to
express his or her emotions. Much evidence suggests that most inappropriate
behavior is linked to children’s inability to identify their emotions and
respond to those emotions in appropriate ways.

If your child has learned to express strong emotions such as anger and anxiety
in a negative manner, he or she will most likely resort to aggression or other
negative ways when confronted with a frustrating situation.
Teaching your child to manage emotions is, therefore, an important step that
can ensure his or her well-being in childhood and beyond.
One of the most effective ways in which you can help your child learn to
regulate his emotions is by helping him understand that emotions are normal –
everyone has them – and by helping him identify appropriate ways he can
react to his emotions.
This “Emotions kit” sets out to help develop your child’s emotional regulation
skills. It couples practical tips with several tools adapted to 4- to 9-year olds.
Not all tools will be a good fit for your particular situation so feel free to
choose what you feel will be most useful for your child. Remember that most
times, all you need is a single tool.
This kit will explore the following aspects:
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PART 1 | Helping your child understand different emotions

Young kids don’t always know which emotions they’re feeling and rarely do they know how to
respond to them.
But your child won’t learn to differentiate emotions unless you teach him how. He may know
that he’s feeling “something,” but he won’t necessarily know what that “something” is. This
largely explains why understanding your kid’s emotions can help reduce what we normally
perceive as misbehavior. The good news is that emotions are everywhere, which means that it’s
easy to find opportunities to talk to your kid about them.
Treating kids’ emotions as valid and regularly speaking about feelings – how did you feel, how
do you think he feels, why do you think she’s so sad? – goes a long way in teaching him to
manage his emotions.
When your kid knows that her opinions count and that her emotions will not be invalidated, she
is more likely to express her thoughts.

Helping your kid reflect on his emotions also means providing
him with opportunities to talk about and express difficult emotions

PART 2 | Helping your child to be more aware of his or her emotions and
identify how these manifest in the body

Research suggests that “emotions coordinate our behavioral and physiological states.” Emotions
manifest in different bodies in different ways. In other words, while not everyone might get
butterflies when anxious, emotions play on the nervous system, leading to different physical
manifestations.
According to the neuroscientist Candace Pert, “our bodies are our subconscious mind.”
Dr. Pert argues that different emotions send different messages to the body and may lead to a
nervous system imbalance. Common physical manifestations include headaches, tingling hands
and feet, stress and anxiety, depression, muscular pain, cramps, abdominal pain, diarrhoea, and a
sudden urge to urinate or defecate.
Helping your child become more aware of how emotions affect her body fosters her emotional
intelligence. When she is able to identify her “symptoms”, it is easier for her to deal with them
before they become too overwhelming.
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PART 3 | Giving your child tools to manage negative emotions

Try as you might, you cannot protect your kid from negative emotions. You cannot
guarantee her a “smooth path,” nor should you. Your child needs to know that
emotions are normal and can be managed with the right tools.
Teaching her to manage emotions by herself equips her with the resources she
needs when faced with difficult situations.
This kit provides several suggestions you may adopt to help her develop an
appropriate framework to respond to difficult emotions.

KEEP IN MIND

The majority of the resources provided here are easy to use and/or reproduce at
home. As they are proposed for all kids in general, do not hesitate to develop other
models more in line with your child and your context.
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PART ONE
Helping your child understand different
emotions
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Teaching kids about emotions: As Easy as ABC
Emotions are everywhere. They’re expressed in the people your child meets, in the
books she reads, and in the programs she watches. In other words, every day
opportunities provide powerful opportunities to foster children’s emotional
intelligence.

PRACTICAL EXAMPLES

Turn reading
moments into
“emotional
intelligence
development”
sessions. Take
advantage of the
pictures in the book
or emotions
expressed in TV
programs to talk
about emotions. For
instance, when
reading a book you
could say, “Why do
you think she looks
so sad?”

You could also ask
your child how a
friend would
feel/react in a
similar situation.

When you verbalize
different emotions,
you help your kid
learn to identify
them.

Talking about
triggers helps your
child reflect about
different emotions
and makes it easier
to identify the
appropriate action
steps to take.

Verbalizing
emotions means
being aware of your
kid’s emotions and
giving them a label:
“You look sad”, “I
can see you’re
angry”…

KEEP IN MIND
Verbalizing different emotions also means talking about YOUR own emotions to
help your child understand that emotions are normal. As in many other areas of raising
kids, how you react to your emotions teaches your child how to react to hers.
When we shout and engage in “adult tantrums,” we teach our kids that throwing a
tantrum is a valid response to emotions. That doesn’t mean that we should always be
“perfect” parents. It simply means being able to recognize and apologize for our
reactions when necessary.
Ultimately, the ability to understand your kid’s signals and respond in age-appropriate
ways that minimize distress can help her develop emotion regulation skills.
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Developing Your Child’s Emotional Intelligence: What You Need to Know

Some strategies will work
better
than
others
depending
on
your
specific context. Choose
the strategies most in line
with
your
child’s
personality.

Teaching your child about
addressing strong
emotions appropriately
requires him to be aware
of those emotions first.
Introduce your child to
different emotions when
he’s calm rather than
when he’s in the middle of
a meltdown.

While teaching your child
to manage her strong
emotions better will not
get rid of all meltdowns, it
will give her the tools to
communicate more
effectively and reduce the
frequency and intensity of
meltdowns.

Be flexible. As far as
possible, let your child
choose his own calmdown
strategy
and
propose many options to
allow him to change if
need be. If he’s having
trouble
choosing
a
strategy, don’t hesitate to
propose something.

Teaching your child to
manage strong emotions
is difficult and takes time.
Practice makes perfect.
Be patient.

One of the most effective
ways to teach your child
to
manage
difficult
emotions is to help her
identify and manage the
triggers before they get
out of hand.

Talking about emotions
frequently but over short
periods is likely to have
better results that referring
to emotion management
skills infrequently or
over-focusing on them.

Strong emotions such as
anger and anxiety are
normal human reactions
and
can
even
be
beneficial.
Addressing
these emotions is not
about suppressing them: it
is about teaching your
child how to manage them
effectively.

Resources to teach your child to identify emotions
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Emotions cards

2

Magazines

3

The Emotions scavenger hunt

4

The Emotions game

5

The Emotions detective game

6

Additional ideas

KEEP IN MIND
Teaching about emotions works best when both you and your child are calm.
Trying to teach him about emotions in the midst of a meltdown is unlikely to lead
to a positive outcome.
Remember to keep it “short and sweet”. Integrate discussions about emotions
into your everyday activities by commenting on the emotions you see around
you.
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Using emotions cards to teach your child about emotions

It’s pretty hard to talk about
emotions especially when we
don’t know what those
emotions mean. Most kids cannot
differentiate between different
emotions. They are not
able to tell whether what they are
feeling is anger, anxiety, jealousy
or even simply fatigue. The first
step toward emotional regulation
is thus helping your child identify
the different emotions and
opening conversation around
emotions.

HOW TO USE EMOTIONS CARDS

1

On the next page you’ll find medium-sized flashcards you can
use to talk to your child about emotions.

2

Print them out and laminate them if possible (If you’d prefer smaller or
large cards, check out the resources section at the end of this kit).
Show your child different emotions and help her identify them. I have
deliberately left out the names of the emotions to allow your child to
freely express her own views about the images. Cards on which the
different emotions are indicated are available in the resources section.

3
4

Ask her to name at least one thing that makes her feel that way

Ask her what she does or feels when she feels that way
11

12

13

14

2

Using magazines to talk to your child about emotions

1
2.

Give your child an old magazine

Ask him to cut out pictures of different people

3

Ask him to group those pictures according to what he thinks the people
feel and stick them where they belong in the table below

4

Ask him why he grouped the pictures like he did (frowning, crying,
laughing?)

TAKING THE DISCUSSION FURTHER

To take the conversation further, you can ask him to make up stories about the
reasons behind those people’s emotions.

You can also ask him how different emotions can be expressed inappropriately and
help him come up with different ways to express emotions appropriately.

15

Using an emotions scavenger hunt to get the conservation
around emotions going

3

An emotions scavenger hunt is a great tool to teach your kid about emotions in a fun
way. It provides an opportunity to open up the conservation about emotions.

1

Print out the emotion cards below, hide them inside or outside
the house.

2

Give your child the “Emotions Scavenger Hunt” sheet below and tell
her that to validate a card, she has to say at least one thing that makes
her feel like the emotion displayed on the card found.

3

You can time the game to make it more interesting (find cards + give
one personal example in 15 minutes).

4

If your child is struggling with a particular emotion, say anger, focus on
the cards that will provide an opportunity to talk about anger.

22

The Emotions Scavenger Hunt
Name _____________________________

One thing that makes me happy is…

One thing that makes me really sad is…

One thing that makes me mad is…

One thing that disappoints me is…

One thing I worry about is…

One thing that makes me sad is…

One thing that frustrates me is…

One thing that scares me is…
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THE EMOTIONS GAME

Instructions
Print out the 2 PDFs that come with the game, cut along the line and
glue the two pieces together as indicated.
The rules of the game are pretty simple:
Place all playing pieces at the START segment. The first player throws
the dice and moves the number of spaces indicated. He or she must then
follow the instructions given or respond to the question posed.
Remember that rephrasing questions may help younger kids talk about
their emotions. You can also help by talking about YOUR own
emotions if your child has difficulty responding to the questions (I
remember the last time I was sad was… one thing that makes me
angry/mad/anxious…).
Although older kids can read the questions, younger kids will need help
(or even rephrasing to help them talk about their emotions).
Questions have been deliberately left open to encourage conversation
about emotions.
Once a player has answered a particular question, he/she does not have
to respond to the question if he/she lands in the same case again.

The first person to land on or pass the FINISH segment wins
THE EMOTIONS COVERED IN THE GAME
Anger, anxiety/nervousness, fear, timidity, sad/sorrow, disappointment,
happiness/joy, jealousy

26
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THE EMOTIONS DETECTIVE GAME

Teaching your child about emotions by teaching him to observe others is a fun way to help him learn to identify
and differentiate between different emotions.

1

Choose an appropriate place to observe people. An appropriate
place is where there are neither too many nor too few people
(For example a park (or you can take advantage of a family
gathering)

2

Give your child an “emotions detective worksheet”

3

Ask your child to look for people with the emotions
displayed on the worksheet.

4

To validate the response, ask your child what makes them
think the emotions expressed correspond to what is displayed
on the worksheet. For example crying, shouting, smiling,
laughing, frowning, etc.

5

Relate the feeling to your child by asking when she felt that
way and what she did.

6

You can also ask your child to make up a story about the
people she observed explaining why she thinks they felt the
way they did.
29

THE EMOTIONS DETECTIVE GAME
Name of detective
______________________________
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ADDITIONAL IDEAS

The Memory Game

The “What am I” emotion game

A memory game is a fun way to
teach
your
child
about
emotions. One participant turns
over one card and then tries to
find its matching pair. If he
turns over two similar cards, he
gets to play again.

The “what am I” game is perfect
for teaching your child about
different emotions. It can also
teach her about how emotions are
expressed.

To take the discussion further,
ask your child when he
experienced
the
emotion
expressed.
You can print out the flashcards
in the resources section to try
out this game.

The “what am I” emotion game is
similar to the charades game.
One participant picks a card and
must act out what’s written on the
card. The other participants have to
guess the emotions being acted
out.
To validate the response, a winner
has to say out loud one occasion
on which he felt that emotion.
Once one emotion is validated, a
different player picks another
emotion card.
You can print out the flashcards in
the resources section of this kit if
you want to try out this activity.
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PART TWO
Helping your child be more aware of his/her
emotions and how these manifest in the body
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Resources to teach your child be more aware of his or her emotions and identify how
these manifest in the body

11

An emotions calendar

2

What do emotions feel like?

3

How do strong emotions feel like?

4

An emotions diary

5

The why am I angry worksheet?

6

Additional ideas

KEEP IN MIND
Teaching your child to identify triggers – and being able to identify those triggers
yourself is important because it is much easier to calm a child before the
emotions become too intense.
Knowing the intensity of the anger or anxiety also makes it easier to identify a
calming strategy that will work.
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AN EMOTIONS CALENDAR

An emotions calendar is a great tool
because it can help raise your kids’
awareness of his emotions.
Below you will find an “Emotions
calendar” and “Emotions cards”.
(Slightly larger emotions cards are
available in the resources section if
you prefer to work with a larger size).
Display the calendar where your child
can reach it easily (for example on the
fridge).
The calendar is divided into three
sections
(morning,
afternoon,
evening). Have your child cut out and
stick the figures
(on page 35)
corresponding to his emotions in the
appropriate case.
Remember that there are no fixed
rules. It is not a problem if you would
rather your child notes his emotions
only in the morning or evening, or if
you decide to note the emotions only
over the weekdays.
The thing to remember is that an
emotions calendar gives your child an
opportunity to connect with his
emotions and also opens the
conversation around emotions.
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HOW I FEEL TODAY

Morning

Afternoon

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Raising-independent-kids.com

Evening
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WHAT DO EMOTIONS FEEL LIKE?

Teaching your child about emotions by teaching him to observe others is a fun way to help him learn to identify
and differentiate between different emotions.
What do emotions do to your child’s body? How does he feel when experiencing strong emotions? Talking
about physical symptoms of anger/anxiety is important because it gives you the tools to help your child
learn to identify when he/she starts displaying a particular
emotion:
“You’re starting to shout, are you angry?
“I can see you glaring at your sister, are you getting frustrated?
Would you like to go listen to some music?”
Helping your child understand how anger is manifested in the body can help her become more aware of the
triggers.
Ask your child to tick the correct response regarding how her body feels (you can help her by ticking her
reponses) Additional space is available if she would like to add something else:

When I’m angry/anxious

When I’m angry/anxious

I get sweaty palms

I feel like punching something

My heart beats faster

I feel like punching someone

I get a stomach ache

I feel like crying

I get a headache

I feel sad

I feel hot

I feel like shouting

I feel cold

I feel like hurting someone

I feel

I feel like

I feel

I feel like

I feel

I feel like

I feel

I feel like

HOW EMOTIONS FEEL LIKE
Describe how the different parts of your body feel when you’re angry. You can also color the parts of
your body where you feel your emotions. An empty “anxious/angry body” worksheet is available in the
resources section.
My eyes
feel…

My ears feel…

My face
feels…

My hands
feel…

My toes feel…
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AN EMOTIONS DIARY
An emotions diary is a useful
tool that can help your child
better understand what
triggers her strong emotions
such as anger or anxiety.
It is best suited for older kids
who can already write with
ease.
Remember that what matters
most is letting your kid
express him or herself.

Give your child a diary and ask her to note down the things that make her
angry/anxious every day
Offer guidance by proposing what she should
be attentive to:
• Exactly what happened?
• How did you feel?
• Rate your anger/anxiety on a scale of 1
• to 10
• How did your body feel (head ache,
palms, heart racing) ?
• What did you do?

stomach ache, nervous, sweaty

Decide together the number of days your child has to note down her
“angry/anxious feelings”. For instance, she can note them for a week or 10 days.
When the period has elapsed, ask her to go through her diary and identify the
most frequent triggers (the similarities). Ask questions without prying. Tell her
you’re available if she wants your help.
Ask her to write down what triggers her anger/anxiety based on what she’s
identified.
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THE WHY AM I ANGRY WORKSHEET

Identifying what angers your child (or makes her anxious) is the first step in
helping her learn to deal with those emotions in a healthy way. It is easier to
know how to react to emotions when we know what causes those emotions.
The “Why Am I Angry” worksheet is divided into 3 columns corresponding to 3
levels of anger.
Ask your child to tick the boxes according to how angry/anxious certain
situations make her.
The green box corresponds to “a little angry”, the orange box to “angry” and the
red box to “really angry”.

KEEP IN MIND

This worksheet can be used for other emotions such as anxiety.
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The what makes me angry worksheet
Name_____________________________________

I dont have any friends

I’m not good enough

Other kids don’t like me

I don’t know how to do
things

I don’t like my class

I’m not good at sports

I don’t like my teacher

I did something bad

I don’t like my family

I can’t read well

No one listens to me

I miss my friends

I don’t like my toys

I miss my pet

I dont like my house

My sister makes fun of me

I’m ugly

My brother makes fun of me

I never get my way

My classmates make fun of
me

The rules are unfair

Someone hurts me

My parents are unfair

Someone calls me names

Other kids hurt me

I don’t feel safe

Other kids make fun of me

Certain chores

I don’t like doing homework

A certain boy makes me
angy

I don’t like my sister
I don’t like my brother

A certain girl makes me
angry
A certain teacher makes me
agnry

No one wants me

My dad makes me angry

Being told what to do

My mum makes me angry

Something that happens in
school

Something that happened in
school
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ADDITIONAL IDEAS

How big is your anger?
Knowing how strong your
child’s emotions are enables
you to address them better.
Depending on his age, you can
ask your child to:
Note down “how big his anger
is” on a scale from 1 to 10
Ask younger children to draw a
circle as big as their anger. Tell
them they can use as many
papers as they like to draw the
circle.
Use stickers or colour pencils
representing anger (for example
red for “very angry” and orange
for “not so angry”).
Once he has drawn his anger,
ask him what made him angry,
then ask him what he can do to
make his anger smaller.

Draw your anger

Children often lack the words to
define their anger but drawing it
can be another option to help them
express this emotion.
•Take a paper and any
colour pencils you like
•Draw your anger in any
way you want. You don’t
have to draw it any
particular
way.
Draw
whatever comes to mind
•Once your child has
finished drawing, ask him to
talk about the drawing.
Make comments to help him
along if he’s unable to talk
about it: “that’s a lot of
red…”
•Once
he’s
finished
drawing, ask you child if he
would like to tear the paper
and throw the pieces away
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PART THREE
Giving your child tools to manage negative
emotions
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Giving your child tools to manage BIG emotions

11

The story of the smart fish

2

An emotions staircase

3

Calm down strategies

4

Power cards

5

Self-calming cards

6

The 5-4-3-2-1 coping strategy

KEEP IN MIND
Not all strategies will work for you kid. Try out different strategies to determine
which one will work best for him or her.
A strategy that works for your kid in one situation might not work in another.
Having different strategies can help you modify your approach to your child’s
strong emotions
44
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THE STORY OF THE SMART FISH

There once lived a fisherman who
would always fish at the same spot.
Every day he’d go fishing, and every
day he’d catch a fish.

But the fish were soon onto his
game. They began to notice that
every time one of them would
bite his bait, he would disappear.

The fish got very angry and
decided to hurt the fisherman but
they soon realized that to hurt him,
they would have to let themselves
get caught first. Bad idea.

45

So they got together and decided to come up with a plan.

As they were looking at
the fisherman’s bait,
they saw that there was
a hidden hook. They
therefore decided to
avoid the bait because
if they bit it, they would
surely get caught.

The next day the fisherman
went fishing, he caught no fish –
none of the fish would bite. He
didn’t understand what was
going on. How come the fish
didn’t bite yet all the other days
he had used the same bait and
this had never failed to catch
him fish? “I know what I’ll do”,
he said to himself, “tomorrow,
I’ll put more bait.”

46

So determined was the fisherman to
catch a fish that he put twice as
much bait the next day. The fish
were tempted and as they
approached to taste the tasty bait,
they remembered about the hook
and swam away.

The fisherman was at his wit’s end. He
didn’t know what to think. “I know what I’ll
do” he thought to himself, “I’ll put thrice as
much bait.” But even with his new trick, the
fisherman was unable to catch any fish.
The fish knew that the fisherman was only
baiting them.

The fisherman knew
when he had lost. He
realized that he would
no longer be able to
catch any fish at that
spot.
He packed up his fishing
gear and changed spots,
leaving the little fish in
peace.

Important disclaimer: I did not write this metaphorical story and I have been unable to find the original
version. This is my adapted version after reading one version of the story here

How to use the smart fish story

11

Tell your child the story of the smart fish

2

Refer to the story and ask your child what others do to
make her angry/nervous/jealous

3

Ask your child how she can ignore the bait (walking away,
talking to someone, etc.)

4

Help your child draw a fish or use the fish pictures
provided on the next page. You can also download images
from the Internet.
Ask her to write what will make her a “smart fish” (how
will she react to bait) and hang the fish where she can see
it.

48
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AN EMOTIONS STAIRCASE

An emotions staircase can help your child be more aware of how emotions
manifest in her body and help her identify appropriate ways in which she can
deal with strong emotions.

STEP 1
Where do you feel the
emotion? How do the different
parts of your body feel?

STEP 2
Imagine your are experiencing
the emotion right now. Don’t
do anything. Feel how it feels.
STEP 3
Take a deep breadth and imagine you
are breathing into the part of the body
where the emotion is. Breath in to a
count of three, then breath out to a
count of 2
STEP 4
Concentrate on the part of
the body where you felt the
emotion. If you still feel
the same, repeat step 3
above
STEP 5
Look at a picture you like or
think of the last thing that
made you happy
51
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CALM DOWN STRATEGIES

A calm-down jar

A calm-down box

A calm-down jar is a jar in which
you place activities your child can
refer to in order to manage strong
emotions such as anger or anxiety.

A calm-down box is similar
to a calm-down jar because it
provides your child with
appropriate tools to help him
manage his anger or anxiety.
The only difference is that
you place actual objects your
child can take and use when
he needs to calm himself
down.

The more ideas you have the better!
Brainstorm with your child and
come up with appropriate and
acceptable activities he/she can
engage in when facing strong
emotions.
Below are activities you can
include in your calm-down jar to
help your angry or anxious child.
You need to modify these to suit
your child’s preferences and age.

Remember to place the calm
down box in a place that is
easily accessible for your
child.

A ready-to-print version with more
suggestions is available in the
resources section.
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ACTIVITIES TO CALM DOWN
Visually calming activities

Indoor fountain
Sand-timer
Snow globe
Think positive thoughts
Sensory jar

Comforting activities

Ask for a hug
Take teddy

Something to hold or squeezze

Anger/anxiety stone
Stress balls
Play with play-doh or slime
Take your favourite toy

Activities to unwind

Pinwheel blow
Blow bubbles
Blow a balloon
Colour a mandala
Read a book
Listen to music
Blow feathers
Breathe using a flower
Swing
Count backwards from 10
Tell an adult
Yoga poses

Activities to focus attention
elsewhere

Rubik’s cube
Fold origami.
Crosswords
Dot-to-dot pictures
Colour a picture

Play with stickers
Count to 20 (or 30 or
100)
Paint
Do a puzzle
Whistle
Talk to someone
Play with friends
Walk away
Spinning top

Physical activities to release tension

Skip rope
Push against a wall
Jump on the trampoline
Ride your bike
Go to your quiet place
Dance
Stretching exercises
Lift a heavy object
Rake leaves
Kick a ball

53
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MY PERSONAL CALM-DOWN PLAN

The advantage of this calm down
tool is that it is small enough to
fit into your child’s pocket so he
can keep it with him if he feels
the need.
Print out the sample on the next
page, cut along the dotted line
and fold along the lines until it
resembles the image shown.

54
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9 things
I
can do
to
calm
down

Count
backwards
from 10

Go to my
quiet
place
Skip rope

Talk to
someone

Imagine
I’m
smelling
a flower

Ask for
a hug

Count
to 20

Ride my
bike

5

POWER CARDS
Power cards are easy-to-make visual tools that help your child quickly identify
appropriate reactions to specific emotions.

WHEN I FEEL ANGRY I
CAN…

Listen to music

Play with bricks

Do 20 push ups

Ride my bicycle

11

During a calm moment, brainstorm different appropriate reactions to anger/anxiety with
your child. Ask your child for ideas but you can also make suggestions.

2

Take a picture of your child making an angry/anxious face. You can also cut out
pictures of angry people from magazines or download appropriate pictures or cartoons
from the Internet. (Free pictures are available from sites such as pixabay.

3

Stick the picture on a large piece of paper and write down the emotion (When I feel
angry/anxious, I can…) Below the image, write down the appropriate reactions you
brainstormed.

4

Power cards work best when they’re visible. You can laminate them to make them more
resistant. Place the power card where your child can refer to it easily (for example on the
fridge). .
Below are a few examples of power cards and stickers your child can use to learn about
appropriate reactions. Additional power cards are available in the ressources section.

BALL

GUITAR

KITE

PUZZLE

SKIP ROPE

READ

BIKE

MANDALA

PICTURES

PAINT

DRAW

CUT

MUSIC

SPORTS

EXPERIMENT

TREASURE HUNT

LEGO

VIDEO GAME

DIY

TV

RELAX

tTRAMPOLINE

MOVIE

ORIGAMI

PLAY

ASK FOR A HUG

TAKE TEDDY

BALLOON

TALK ABOUT IT

RUN

SMELL A FLOWER

COUNT
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6

SELF-CALMING CARDS

You can also use the set of selfcalming cards available on the
next page.

1
Print out the cards and cut them
as straight as possible.

2
Laminate the cards then use a
hole punch to make holes on the
extreme top right corner.

Self-calming cards are cards that help
teach your child self-soothing
techniques. They are cards illustrating
appropriate ways your child can
behave when he encounters anxiety
or anger.
It is important to introduce your child
to the cards before letting him use
them himself.

Although store bought self-calming
cards are available, it’s really easy to
make your own self-calming cards.
Moreover, making your own cards
enables you to make them as realistic
to your own situation as possible.
For example, you can use photos of
things your child is familiar with and
write an appropriate response to anger
right below the photo (for example,
take teddy, go to my teepee, etc.)

3
Use a binder ring to keep the
cards together.

4
Place the cards where your child
can reach them easily.
When she’s angry, she can go
through the cards and pick an
activity she feels like doing.
Instead of punching the cards
and using a binder ring, you may
also place the cards in a box and
have your child pick them out
when necessary.
50+ visual cards are available
here.
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THE 5-4-3-2-1 COPING STRATEGY

The 5-4-3-2-1 coping technique is a mindfulness exercise that can help reduce
your kid’s anxiety. By helping him focus on the present, this exercise enables him
to use his senses to find calm. Use this exercise as soon as you notice your child’s
distress rather than when he’s in the middle of a meltdown
How to use the 5-4-3-2-1 coping technique
The 5-4-3-2-1 coping technique is a 5-step exercise that can help reduce your
kid’s stress and anxiety. It is best used when he starts displaying symptoms of
distress (anxiety, anger, hyperactivity, stress) rather than when he’s in the midst of
a meltdown.

5) Sight: Ask your kid to look around him and name 5 things he can see out loud.
“I see my fingers, I see a blue chair…”
4) Sound: Ask your kid to listen attentively to the noises around him and say 4
things he can hear out loud. “I hear birds chirping…”
3) Touch: Ask your kid to pay attention to her body. Ask her to say what she feels
out loud – “I feel the smooth surface of the table”, “I feel warm…”
2) Smell: Ask your kid to pay attention to what he can smell and say it out loud. “I
smell a cake baking…”
1) Taste: Ask your kid to pay attention to the taste in her mouth and say what she
can taste out loud. “I taste the apple I had for lunch…”

KEEP IN MIND
Don’t stress if your child is unable to name something related to his senses
when carrying out the exercise. Remember that the objective of this
mindfulness practice is to help him focus on the present and thus distract him
from his anxiety, hyperactivity, and other difficult emotions. An alternative
strategy you can try is to ask your kid to “name something you like” – for
example name your favorite taste or name some of the sounds you hear often.
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8

HOW TO USE POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT TO HELP YOUR CHILD
MANAGE BIG EMOTIONS

Focus on one appropriate
behaviour at a time. For
an anxious kid for
instance,
you
could
reinforce her ability to
“seek out and play with at
least one friend”

Clearly define the
expected behavior

Reinforce immediately
after the behavior

Praise your child’s efforts

Reinforce good behavior,
ignore bad behavior
Vary your reinforcers.

TO KEEP IN MIND
Reinforcing positive behavior does not mean invalidating your child’s emotions. It does
not mean “stopping the fear, anxiety, or anger”. It simply means teaching your kid that
even when she has those emotions, there are appropriate ways to deal with them. “I was
angry, but I still managed to…” I was scared, but I still managed to ….”
On the following pages are two sets of cards you can use to reinforce your child’s
behavior. Complete the cards with the behavior expected of your child (laminating them
will make them last longer). Each time she shows the appropriate behavior, give her one
card. Once she has a certain number of cards, you can give her a reinforcer. Baby steps –
reinforce after a maximum of five cards, then progressively increase the number of cards
required to receive a reinforcer.
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I WAS SCARED

I WAS SCARED

I WAS SCARED

But I still managed to

But I still managed to

But I still managed to

I WAS SCARED

I WAS SCARED

I WAS SCARED

But I still managed to

But I still managed to

But I still managed to

I WAS SCARED

I WAS SCARED

I WAS SCARED

But I still managed to

But I still managed to

But I still managed to

I WAS SCARED

I WAS SCARED

I WAS SCARED

But I still managed to

But I still managed to

But I still managed to

I WAS ANGRY

I WAS ANGRY

I WAS ANGRY

BUT I

BUT I

BUT I

I WAS ANGRY

I WAS ANGRY

I WAS ANGRY

BUT I

BUT I

BUT I

I WAS ANGRY

I WAS ANGRY

I WAS ANGRY

BUT I

BUT I

BUT I

I WAS ANGRY

I WAS ANGRY

I WAS ANGRY

BUT I

BUT I

BUT I
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ADDITIONAL IDEAS

How to Use Breathing Exercises Effectively to Manage Your
Child’s Strong Emotions

Using flowers

Using a pinwheel

Choose a flower your child likes
(can be imaginary or real)

Ask your child to take a deep
breadth and hold his breadth until
you count to three.
Tell him that when he breathes out,
his breadth should turn the pinwheel
Repeat for as long as necessary

Ask your child to breathe in
through the nose and smell the
flower (or imagine smelling it).
Count to 3 then ask him to
breathe out through the mouth.
Repeat for as long as necessary
Alternative: Ask your child to
imagine the flower opening and
closing as he breathes in and out.

Using feathers
Obtain several
feathers

brightly

coloured

Ask you child to choose the feather he
likes best and hold it his hand
Using focused breathing
Ask you child to take a deep
breath through the nose and hold
until you count to three.
Ask her to breath out the mouth
and hold until you count to two.
Repeat for as long as necessary

Ask his to take a deep breadth and hold
his breadth until you count to three.
Ask your child to breathe out through
the nose. Tell him that when he breathes
out, the feather should flutter.
Another alternative is to ask your child
to place a feather on a table and move it
across the table when he breathes out.
Instead of feathers, you can also use
different forms cut out from lightweight
paper
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Using essential oils to calm kids: 5 things you need to know

Never give essential oils orally to
kids unless if you’re working with
a qualified and expert practitioner.

Carry out a test first. Although
essential oils do not contain allergens,
it’s important to take your time when
introducing your kid to essential oils
and to watch for sensitive reactions to
the oils

Use essential oils sparingly. If
you’re just starting out with
essential oils, using diffusion is a
great way to introduce the oils to
your kids

Use only 100% pure oils with kids

Get professional advice. Do
not replace medical treatment
with essential oils

You will find several calming blends on the next page. For more information on
essential-oil use for kids, read this article.
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CALMING BLENDS FOR KIDS

RECIPE 2 – FOR
MASSAGES
RECIPE 1 – FOR
MASSAGES
INGREDIENTS
•1 drop 100% pure
Lavender Essential Oil
•1 drop 100% Ylang
Ylang Essential Oil
•Sweet Almond Oil or
any other carrier oil of
your choice.
•Empty 5ml bottle

INGREDIENTS
1 drop 100% pure
Lavender Essential Oil
1 drop 100% pure
Vetiver Essential Oil
Sweet Almond Oil or
any other carrier oil of
your choice.
Empty 5ml bottle

METHOD
METHOD
1. Add the essential oils
into an empty 5 ml
bottle.
2. Fill the bottle with
your carrier oil.
3. Close the bottle and
shake well.
4. The blend is now
ready to use

1. Add the essential
oils into an empty 5 ml
bottle.
2. Fill the bottle with
your carrier oil.
3. Close the bottle and
shake well.
4. The blend is now
ready to use

RECIPE 3 – FOR
DIFFUSION
INGREDIENTS
•1 drop of 100% pure
Lavender Essential Oil
• drop of 100% pure
Cedarwood Essential Oil
•1 drop of 100% pure
Frankincense Essential
Oil
•1 drop of 100% pure
Vetiver Essential Oil
•Approximately onethird of a cup of water
(80 ml)
•diffuser
METHOD
Add the essential oils
into the water in your
diffuser and diffuse.

TO KEEP IN MIND

When mixing your own calming blends for rubs or massages, 0.25% dilution is
recommended (1 drop of essential oil per 4 teaspoons of carrier oil) for kids under
age 6, and 1% Dilution (1 drop per 1 teaspoon of carrier oil) for kids over 6.
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A quiet space

Walking meditation

A quiet space is a relaxing
space where your child can
go to calm down. It can be
very simple but should be as
comfortable as possible and
offer privacy. The objective
of a quiet space is to offer a
space free from distractions
so as to help your child calm
down.

Walking meditation is a highly
effective practice that can help
reduce anger and anxiety in children.
Alternating the left and right foot
helps children get into a meditative
state.
The walking meditation practiced in
Montessori schools is particularly
good for children.

Quiet spaces should be
relaxing and soothing. You
can use pillows, provide
music, favourite books,
some toys, gum, etc.

1) Give your child a bell
2) If you would like to participate
alongside your child, take a bell as
well (every participant should have a
bell)
3) Walk around the room while
ensuring that no bell makes a sound.
4) Repeat the exercise for as long as
is necessary

A sensory jar

Stress balls

Sensory jars are great
for calming children
down because they help
distract them from their
anger and anxiety.
Sensory play helps your
child focus on only one
sense. Blocking out the
other senses helps calm
her down.

Stress balls have been used for
years to successfully relieve
stress. A stress ball is a
relatively small toy. It doesn’t
have to be round and many
stress balls today come in
interesting shapes. Squishy
stress balls are really easy to
make and you have thousands
of ideas (literally) on the
internet.
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Talk about it
Anger and anxiety are often driven
by fear: fear of failure, fear of
powerlessness, fear of loss, etc.
Many fears are borne of a lack of
understanding or a sense of “being
the only one” to experience certain
emotions.
Talking about the reasons behind
fear can help your child overcome
his fear.
If your child is afraid of failure,
there are thousands of examples of
people who passed through failure
before they achieved success. Find
out about those personalities and
talk about them to your son. Read
books. Search the web. Help him
learn than he too can overcome his
fear. Encourage him to come up
with solutions to overcome fear.

Use
an
marionette”

“anger/anxiety

Helping your child express his
anger or anxiety by putting it into
words is always a good idea.
Children, however, will not always
express themselves when asked to,
especially in front of an adult. An
anger/anxiety marionette is a
marionette (or can be a doll or a
teddy) that your child can speak to
when angry and that he can tell
everything to. When you child gets
angry/anxious and is unable or
unwilling to speak to you, asking
him to “tell it to his marionette”
can help release the anger or
anxiety. This can work especially
well with younger children.

Change the script
If your child’s anger is fuelled by anxiety, trying a positive script can help him
change how he perceives a given situation. For instance, your son’s anger can be
fuelled by his fear of being unable to make friends when he joins schools,
changes schools or joins a new club. Changing the script in this case can involve
asking your child to imagine his first day at school, but with a happy ending.
Brainstorm with your child to come up with realistic endings and focus on the
actions that can lead to these endings. For example, if your child is joining a new
school, you can write a script around:
1) Saying hi to at least two classmates
2) Asking at least one classmate to play
When writing the script, it is important to help your child see himself as an
active participant (“I will make friends because I will reach out to others”) rather
than as a passive by-stander waiting for others to reach out.
Asking your child to imagine the worst scenario (what’s the worst that could
happen?) and then talking about it can also help him manage his anxiety.
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Punching bag or anger
pillow

Although punching has often
been thought to be an
effective tool to help
children release tension and
anxiety, some people have
expressed reservations as to
whether
punching
encourages the use of
violence and is therefore an
inappropriate manner in
which to address behavior.
There have been suggestions
that:
If a child already practices
boxing, then a punching bag
will not make him/her more
violent.
If your child is highly
aggressive
and
violent,
proposing a punching bag is
not a good idea.
The issue, however, remains
controversial and requires
you to determine, based on
your child’s personality,
whether you think this can be
an effective way to calm
him/her.

A weighted blanket

Chewing

Weighted blankets have
been found to create a
natural calming effect.

There is scientific evidence
that oral sensory activities
such as chewing gum can
relieves stress by enabling
individuals to release tension
through muscle contraction.
These studies are linked to the
fact that the jaw is associated
with anger and that human
beings clench their teeth when
angry.

Although
they
are
frequently
used
with
children with special needs
(for example autism), they
are also
effective with high-energy
kids.

Many parents have reported
benefits with their children,
including better
sleep, waking up more
rested, and happier and
more focused kids.
By exerting pressure on the
body, weighted blankets
release
neurotransmitters
that have been proven to
have a calming effect on the
body. You can get a store
bought weighted blanket or
make your own using the
instructions available on the
internet.

However, while oral sensory
activities relieve tension,
chewing is not a healthy way
of expressing anger. Although
it may help your child cope
with anger at a specific
moment, it is a short-term
strategy that masks rather
than deals effectively with the
causes underlying anger.
Overusing
oral
sensory
activities can also lead to
serious health problems later
in life.
Choose chewy snacks such as
fruits or sugar-free chewing
gum

If you decide to use an anger
pillow or a punching bag, it
is important to tell your child
that these are the only things
they are allowed to hit.
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HOW YOU
MAKE YOUR
CHILD’S
BEHAVIOR
WORSE
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Sometimes our attempts at helping our kids deal with strong emotions
actually make their behavior worse! Here are a few DO NOTs to keep in
mind

DO NOT focus on your child’s anger or anxiety

The more you focus on it and talk about it, the worse it will get. Also, the more you focus
on it, the more you get stressed. Think of your child’s behavior as normal child behavior
that will get better with time.

DO NOT focus on “inappropriate behavior”

Instead, focus on the behavior you want to see. How would you like your child to
behave in specific situations? Let her know then focus on that behavior and compliment
her achievements. The cards in the reinforcement section can help you reinforce the
behavior you want to see.

DO NOT despair
Dealing with children’s emotions is quite treacherous terrain. It takes time, and your kid will not
always behave “appropriately”, but that’s normal. Also, some kids have more difficulty dealing
with their emotions than others and will normally require greater help, especially during major
changes. Take baby steps. Your child’s ability to react appropriately at least some of the time is
already a big step in the right direction.

Sometimes all it takes is one strategy. Find the one you need.
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EVERYDAY EXPERIENCES YOU CAN TRANSFORM INTO
EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE LESSONS

What we tell our kids:
Stop crying

What we should be
telling them: I’m
here/Tell me about it/
Crying will make you
feel better/Do you want
a hug?

We don’t help our children develop their emotional intelligence by invalidating
their feelings. You’ve probably noticed that telling kids “it’s nothing” does not
make them cry less. Instead of invalidating your child’s feelings, teach him that
it’s okay to cry and then show him what he can do to feel better – tell someone,
distract himself, ask for a hug – which will help develop his emotional
intelligence.
Teasing kids about their fears does not make those fears go away. It simply
amplifies the fears and leads to the development of other difficult secondary
emotions.
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What we tell our kids:
What’s wrong now?

What we should be
telling them: I know
it’s upsetting. Do you
want to talk about it?

Your kid will not know how to express her emotions if she does not know what those
emotions are. There are many age-appropriate and easy-to-apply strategies to teach kids
about emotions, and it’s never too early to start.
Indeed, the available evidence suggests that even the youngest kids benefit when we take
their emotions into account. When we put our kids’ emotions into words and propose
appropriate ways to express those emotions, we help them develop their emotional
intelligence and teach them that they can manage even the most difficult emotions.
Bear in mind, however, that the strategies that work with your two-year-old will not
necessarily work with your eight-year-old. While infants and toddlers often need our
intervention to help them adopt appropriate strategies, older kids are capable of and need
to be taught to identify effective emotion regulation strategies they can use by
themselves.
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What we tell our kids:
You made me angry

What we should be
telling them: I was
angry because…

Yes, you have a right to be angry at your child’s behavior, but you can choose
how you react.
Strengthening your children’s emotional intelligence is about teaching them
that they too are responsible for their reactions. Put differently, teaching your
child emotional discipline is about teaching him that yes, he will “get baited,”
but he can decide whether to take the bait or not.
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What we tell our kids: Why
do you make me yell at you?

What we should be telling
them:
I’m sorry I yelled at you when
I was angry. I will try and
yell less.

Your kid is not responsible for how you react to his or her behavior, you are. We all lose it
sometimes and do things we regret, but blaming our kids for our guilt only makes it harder
for them to learn how to manage their emotions.
For instance, some studies[1] suggest that distracting young kids from distressing
situations can teach them to integrate “walking away” within their repertoire of emotionregulation skills and thus help them develop the “self-control of emotion.”
Everyday life provides multiple opportunities to teach kids about emotions. Even simply
commenting on emotions when reading a book or watching TV together – “he sure looks
angry,” “why do you think she’s frowning?” – can go a long way in teaching your kid
about emotions.
[1] https://link.springer.com/article/10.1023/A:1023622324898
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KNOWING WHEN YOU NEED TO CONSULT

Anger and anxiety are normal human reactions.
While occasional angry outbursts do not mean your child has a problem, there may be
course for concern when his/her anger is frequent and is accompanied by aggressive
behavior and violent outbursts. Uncontrollable and unexpressed anger can have farreaching consequences in the childhood years and beyond.
Children’s anger is not always “just a passing phase” and may signal serious underlying
behavioral problems. It is important to seek professional help if your child’s anger is out
of control.
•When your child puts himself and others in danger (or threatens to inflict harm on
himself or others).
•When you child’s siblings are frightened of her.
•When your child hurts animals “for fun”
•When your child’s explosions of anger are frequent.
•When you “tip-toe” around your child and do your utmost to avoid upsetting him
because you fear the consequences. When family decisions revolve around “how your
child will react”, you might need some help.
•When your child breaks and damages things.
•When your child’s behavior consistently gets worse despite your consistent attempts to
control her behavior. It is worth mentioning, however, that when you begin to implement
a new strategy (for example ignoring behavior such as whining), the behavior is likely to
escalate at first, before gradually disappearing. If, however, you observe no changes over
the long term, professional help might be necessary.
•When you’re at the end of your rope and feel more anxious and depressed. When you no
longer know what you can do, it might be time to seek help.

RED FLAGS TO LOOK OUT FOR IF YOU HAVE AN
ANXIOUS CHILD
•
•
•
•
•

Reactions disproportionate to the situation
Anxiety that never seems to go away
Anxiety related to situations in the distant future
Anxiety that affects your child’s everyday functioning
Paralyzing fear that something will happen to him or her
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Getting professional help: Things to keep in mind

Asking for help can be difficult for many parents especially because the inability to manage our
child’s behavior is often associated with a personal parenting failure.
There is no shame in seeking help. Asking for help means you care enough to want to help your
child overcome his/her anger.
When seeking help, there are a few issues to keep in mind though:
Talk to your child’s teachers and find out about his/her behavior in school. If your child is
behaving appropriately at school, find out what strategies his/her teacher uses and how you can
adopt these at home.
Not all counsellors will be a good fit for you so find the right counsellor. Talk to your family
physician. Take your time and ask around. No amount of counselling will help your situation if
the counsellor is a poor fit.
Despite your attempts to get counselling, your child, especially if he/she is older, might be
unwilling to participate in the counselling sessions. Be prepared.
Working on yourself and changing your parenting style can improve your relationship with
your child and improve his/her behavior. Improving the parent-child relationship often requires
that you both work on yourselves.
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ADDITIONAL
RESOURCES
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Emotions cards
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Emotions cards
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ADDITIONAL EMOTIONS CARDS TO PRINT OUT

Raising-independent-kids.com

WHEN I FEEL ANXIOUS…

My ears feel…
My eyes feel…

My face feels…

My tummy feels…

My hands feel…

My toes feel…
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More ideas for a calm-down jar
Indoor fountain

Pinwheel blow

Ask for a hug

Think positive thoughts

Swing

Tell an adult

Look at a snow globe

Count backwards from 10

Breathe using a flower

Play with a sand-timer

Blow feathers

Listen to music

Blow a balloon

Read a book

Colour a mandala

Rubik’s cube

Blow bubbles

Take teddy

Fold origami

Crosswords

Complete a dot-to-dot drawing

Colour a picture

Play with stickers

Count to 20

Count to 30

Count to 50

Paint

Do a puzzle

Whistle

Talk to someone

Play with friends

Be a smart fish

Skip rope

Jump on the trampoline

Ride your bike

Go to your quiet place

Take anger stone

Take a stress ball

Play with play-doh

Play with slime

Take favourite toy

Take sensory jar

Finger paint

Watch TV

Watch a DVD

Color

Do a puzzle

Rip paper

Skip rope

Use an exercise ball

Chew gum

Eat an apple

Blow a harmonica

Listen to an audio book

Push against a wall

Dance

Stretch

Rake leaves

Suck ice

Kick a ball
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WHEN I’M FEELING ANGRY I
CAN…

Write, draw or stick your response here
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WHEN I’M FEELING UPSET I CAN…

Write, draw or stick your response here
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WHEN I’M FEELING SAD I CAN…

Write, draw or stick your response here

WHEN I’M FEELING ANXIOUS I CAN…

Write, draw or stick your response here
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WHEN I’M FEELING SCARED I CAN…

Write, draw or stick your response here
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WHAT NEXT?
I hope some of the resources presented here
have given you the tools to help your child be
more aware of his/her emotions and how to
manage them. If you have found even ONE thing
to help your child deal better with strong
emotions, then my work is done.
For additional help, don’t forget to check out my
site Raising-independent-kids.com
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